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As simple models of DNA condensation [1]， semiflexible homopolymers in a poor solvent 
condition have been much investigated by simulations using Monte Carlo， Langevin approaches 
or Gaussian variational method for its phωe diagram [2]， and by theoretical works estimating 
such toroidal properties [3]. It becomes increasingly probable that toroid is the ground state. 
However in the theoretical side， they assume a priori toroidal geometry as the stable lowest 
Compared to the theory of coil-globule transition of flexible chains [4， 5]， which 
are well described by field theoretical formalism [4]， there is no simple microscopic theory， which 
demonstrates whip-toroid transition of the semifl.exible polymer [6]. In this talk， we show such 
energy state. 
a transition using path integral method and the nonlinear sigma model on a line segment. 
In the continuum limit， the Green function of a stif polymer chain with attractive interac-
tions can be given by the path integral with a constraint 1'1712 = 1 [6]: 





G(O，互;Ui， Uf; L， W) = N-1/ ' '_D[f\;)]~-叫f"，ü，W]
Jf"(O)=O，U(b)=Ui 
s isthe proper time along the chain of length L. 
U(s)三響 isthe unit orientation町山 ats 
mensionless Hamiltonian can be written by引[r，u，W] = JoL ds [H(s) + VAT(S)] with H(s) = 
引が(s)l~ VAT(S) = -W J~ 州(f'(s) -f'( s'). l isthe persiste附 lengthand W is a p釧 M
coupling constant of attraction between polymer segments. The Boltzmann weight is implicit. 
Our Hamiltonian with the constraint lu(s)12 = 1 can be interpreted as the low energy thωry 
of the 0(3) nonlinear sigma model on a line segment. The constraint litl2 1 in冗(it)
f'( s) is the 3-d pointing vector at s w hile 





i jfds|θ江(s)12in the pol紅 coordinatesgives 
rL 
冗bendinq とIds I (θ()u)2 + sin2 ()u (δ'Pu)21 
L， JO 
(2) 
By solving the classical equ抗ionsof motion， we obtain two types of classical solutions such as 
u(s) = const.， or () = ~αnd C{Ju =α8 + b where α，b are constants. Introducing the winding 
number of the solutions N(s)三 [α8/2π]with Ga凶 s'symbol， we obtain their Hamiltonian: 
Ll <) 1f ~V 
従c/(α，l，L，W) 三 ::a~+-"'-'N(L)(N(L)+l)-WL.N(L). (3) 
2α 
The non-zero winding number of the classical solution in the u space means a “Toroid state" 
of radius 1/αwhich stabilises itself by attracting neighbouring segments. When 0 <α三誓子?筒
l伽叩叫g刊槌 t白he刷 alen附l
with zero wi泊ndingnumber. We call such low-energy states“明Thipstates." 
By rewriting the above form as follow， one can e制 ilysee that the functional shape of the 
..〆，、2
energy level is governed by the value c =~ (会)
日rL . x2 1 
引cl(α，1，L，vV)=ヲ一千l(c，x)ωhere引(c，x) =τ+ =[x]([x] + 1) -2[x]， (4) 
~c x 
with a new variable x =~~， [x] = N(L). By plotting this with di宜erentvalues of c， one can find 
that there is a critical value c = ~ whe陀 themeta-stable state with N(L) = 1 vanishes. This is 
a critical point where the phase transition from a Toroid state to a Whip state is accomplished. 
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